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Accelerating Enterprise Category Strategy Development with Generative AI-
Enhanced Content Recommendations

Description

This feature introduces integration 
between SAP Business AI and SAP 
Ariba Category Management to 
enable the use of generative AI-
enhanced content recommendations 
in tools such as Category 
Segmentation, Market Dynamics, and 
Cost Structure. The use of generative 
AI-enhanced content 
recommendations helps accelerate 
the category strategy and plan 
development process by minimizing 
the time required for manually 
updating the category management 
tools with the required information.

Customer benefit

Accelerate category strategy 
management instantly. Our innovation 
drives efficiency when working with 
Market Dynamics, Category 
Segmentation, and Cost Structures 
tools. The integration with Generative 
AI offers tailored insights, eliminating 
initial content setup. Experience swift 
decision-making, streamlined planning, 
and enterprise-wide strategy 
enhancement. Transform category 
strategies seamlessly, saving time and 
optimizing outcomes.

User

§ Buyer

Enablement model

§ Automatically on

Applicable solutions:

§ SAP Ariba Category 
Management
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Prerequisites, Restrictions, Cautions

Prerequisites
§ For category managers to use this feature in Category Segmentation, Market Dynamics, and Cost 

Structure pages, the system administrator must have completed the required configurations in the SAP 
BTP Cockpit.

§ For category managers to use this feature in Category Segmentation, Market Dynamics, and Cost 
Structure tools, a category management administrator must have completed the following: Enabled 
the API mapping for artificial intelligence. See Enabling SAP Business AI for SAP Ariba Category 
Management.

§ Enabled AI feature for respective tools. See Enabling Tools for Generating AI Data.

Note: You can enable AI feature for tools only after you've enabled API mapping for artificial intelligence 
in SAP Ariba Category Management.

https://help.sap.com/docs/ariba/ariba-applications-wip/enabling-sap-business-ai-for-sap-ariba-category-management?state=DRAFT
https://help.sap.com/docs/ariba/ariba-applications-wip/enabling-sap-business-ai-for-sap-ariba-category-management?state=DRAFT
https://help.sap.com/docs/ariba/ariba-applications-wip/enabling-tools-for-generating-ai-data?state=DRAFT
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Feature Details
A new button, Generate with AI is now available within 
the tools Category Segmentation, Market Dynamics, and 
Cost Structure. Category managers can click the Generate 
with AI button to generate data for the segmentation 
scores, porters five forces scores or cost structure 
component percentages within the respective tools. 
Furthermore the content within Notes, Summary and 
Additional Resources are prefilled based on content 
retrieved via artificial intelligence.

Example: Category Segmentation page

Generate data for 
porters five forces 

scores
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